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STATEMENT OF A WITNESS

In the matter of:

Knox Grammar School- Historical Sexual Offences

Place:

Hornsby Pollee Station

Date:

15 May 2009

I Name:

Alison LAMOND

STATES:

1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence that I would be prepared, if
necessary, to give in court as a witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I will be liable to prosecution if I
have wilfully stated in it anything that I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.
2. I am 68 years of age.
3. My name is Alison LAMOND and my date of birth is the 13/0211941. I married my husband,
Robert LAMOND in 1962. We lived in Sydney both St Ives and Wahroonga. I have four (4)
children. My eldest child is Sarah (41 yrs). In 1971 we adopted a son Craig (38yrs) and in 1973
we adopted Guy (36yrs). In 1980 I gave birth to a son named Andrew (30yrs).

4. Robert and I raised our family in St Ives and Wahroonga.
5. I will discuss our child Guy as he told the family about incidents that occurred upon him during
his school years at Knox Grammar which I will discuss towards the end of this statement.
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6. As a child Guy was a loving and lively boy. He loved people and animals. Guy loved swimming
and surfing and participating in sport. Guy attended St Ives Public School in Kindergarten and
year one (1). From there Guy was enrolled at Knox Grammar Preparatory School on the corner
of Sillyard and Cleveland Street Wahroonga from year two (2) to year six (6). When Guy
commenced high school he attended Knox Grammar Senior School which was located on the
Pacific Highway Wahroonga. This was from years seven (7) to twelve (12).
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Statement of Alison LAMOND
In the matter of Knox Grammar School- Historical Sexual
Offences
am aware that Guy is currently under a psychiatrist but I have not been involved since Guy met
Renee.
19. Robert and I currently reside in Mudgee. It was the long week end in January when all the
family gathered at our place in Mudgee. We all had a big dinner outside and I recall Guy
gathering the family around the dining room table inside. I recall Guy saying words to the effect
of, "I have been to the Police to report matters that occurred at school many years ago" Guy
then took us through the events of what occurred to him by TRELOAR. Guy described to the
family that he was masturbated, fondled and video recorded naked by TRELOAR. He
explained to us how TRELOAR got him into the position he was in. I think Barrie STEWART
might have been mentioned on that night but not in depth. I was just in so much shock and
confused .
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20. My immediate reaction was shock horror that applies to the whole family. I think that I got up
and went into the kitchen in shock. My son in law Brian LANGWORTH who has just recently
graduated as a psychologist was there also. I was told at this time that Guy had consulted
Brian a short time earlier. Brian gave Robert and I paperwork that he had on Historic Sexual
Assault cases which basically talked about grooming. Robert and I read this paperwork which
took our minds of the subject of Guy and it gave us a better understanding of how Guy was
trapped into this situation.
21. From this time the whole family gave Guy full support which was a huge focus at this stage and
thanking Renee for the support she gave Guy when he discussed the matter with her. After
being told this information, Robert and I immediately felt that this event must have been the
trigger for Guys behaviour change and twenty (20) years of panic attacks.
22. In the first week of May 2009, Constable Amber STEPHENS from Hornsby police contacted me
in reiation to providing police with a statement in relation to my son Guy LAMOND.
Arrangements were made for Friday the 15'" May 2009 at 12.00 mid day.
23. On the 15'" May 2009 I attended Hornsby Police Station along with my husband Robert as
support and provided Plain Clothes Senior Constable Annette CAMPBELL with this statement.

Witness:
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Witness:

Signature:
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Witness:

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Alison LAMOND
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